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Subject: mathematicS (claSS V)

Learning 
Outcomes

Resource(s)
Week-wise suggestive activities  
(To be guided by parents with  

the help of teachers)

The learner–
•	 reads and writes, 

numbers bigger than 
1000 being used in 
her/his surroundings 

•	 performs four basic 
arithmetic operations on 
numbers beyond 1000 
by an understanding of 
place value of numbers

•	 divides a given number 
by another number 
using standard 
algorithms

•	 estimates sum, 
difference, product and 
quotient of numbers 
and	 verifies	 the	
same using different 
strategies like using 
standard algorithms or 
breaking a number and 
then using operation

•	 explores idea of angles 
and shapes
— classifies	 angles	

into right angle, 
acute angle, 
obtuse angle and 
represents the 
same by drawing 
and tracing

NCERT/ State 
developed 
textbook

Chapter: 1
The	Fish	tail

Chapter: 2
Shapes and 
angles

Chapter: 3
How many 
squares?

Chapter: 5
Does it look the 
same?

QR codes 
related to 
these chapters 
available on 

https://ncert.
nic.in/textbook.
php?eemh1=0-14

Week 1

Theme: Numbers

Reading of large numbers
•	 Get the context of large numbers from 

newspapers
•	 and ask the student to read the numbers
•	 Some new terminology like Lakh, Crore, 

Arab, etc or Thousands, Million, Trillion, etc. 
may come to the student’s knowledge while 
reading these numbers. Discuss with them 
the interrelationship in both the Indian and 
International system of numeration.

•	 For	 example,	 the	 total	 number	 of	 corona	
infected persons in each country and the total 
number in the world.

•	 Money allocated to various activities in the 
national budget for 2020-21

•	 Textbooks may also have such numbers

Writing of large numbers
•	 Let the student write large numbers  in both 

Indian and International system. The two 
activities may be of writing numbers in words 
and then numeral for the same and vice-versa 
first	reading	a	numeral	and	writing	in	words.

Assessment Questions
1. The electricity bill of Mukesh’s house is 

Rs. 4058. He was trying to read the number 
but he couldn’t. How should Mukesh read the 
number? 
Option	A:	Four	five	eight
Option	B:	Eight	thousand	five	hundred	four	
Option	C:	Four	thousand	fifty-eight
Option	D:	Forty	fifty-eight

2. The area of some of the states in square 
kilometers is given below. 
Which out of these have the smallest area?
Option A:  288868
Option B:  291790
Option C:  342238
Option D:  277096

https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php?eemh1=0-14
https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php?eemh1=0-14
https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php?eemh1=0-14
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3. Look at the number of bricks used to make 
four walls. 
Wall-1: 3835 bricks
Wall-2: 3990 bricks
Wall-3: 3853 bricks
Wall-4: 3935 bricks

Write True/False

Wall-1 was made using three thousand eight 
hundred	and	thirty-five	bricks.
Wall-2 is made using maximum number of 
bricks.
Thirty-eight	thousand	and	fifty-three	bricks	were	
used to make Wall-3.
For	students	having	access	to	digital	content
1. Add one month electricity bill and water bill of 

your house. And compare it with the sum of 
bills from the previous month? 

2. What will be the sum of Rs. 5389 and Rs. 
9856. Try to add it using different ways.

For students having access to digital 
content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/

Week 2

Theme: Numbers
•	 Expanding numbers in different ways.
•	 Engage the student in describing large 

numbers in terms of number of thousands, 
lakhs, etc.

•	 For	example,	like	12	lakhs	as	
10,00,000+2,00,000

•	 12,00,000=5,00,000+5,00,000+ 2,00,000
•	 Engaging	the	student	 in	finding	the	number	

of 2000/500 rupee notes to make a certain 
amount

Assessment Questions
1. The number which is equal to 8000+30+2 is

Option A:  8320
Option B:  832
Option C:  8320
Option D:  8032

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection
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2. The expanded form of 2374 is
Option A:  2000+700+30+4
Option B:  2000+3000+7000+4000
Option C:  2+3+7+4
Option D:  2000 +300+70+4

3. Out of the following, choose expressions that 
represents 8080.
(i) Eight thousand eighty
(ii) 8000 + 8
(iii) 800 + 80
(iv) 80000 + 80

4. What will be the expanded form of 78905?
5. If you have to pay Rs. 657 to a shopkeeper. 

Write two different ways of combination of 
notes and coins by which you can pay?

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=-
do_313257217725186048130301
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y3Db-
GOoIDM

Week 3

Theme: Number Operations
•	 The student can be engaged in addition and 

subtraction of numbers from daily life context. 
For	example,	a	person	donated	`1,26,000	and	
another person from the same family donated 
Rs. 4,25,000, what is the total amount they 
both donated?

•	 Similarly, if a person wants to buy a car that 
costs Rs. 25,03,756, and he/she has only 
Rs. 18,00,000 the rest he/she has to get loan 
from a bank. What is the amount he/she will 
have to have as a loan?

Reading and comparing different rate charts 
and bills for a purchase is a good opportunity to 
apply and learn operations on numbers.
Contexts related to division of large numbers are 
often available in every student’s life. Avail those 
contexts, and ask the student to develop their 
own strategies to solve such problems.
For	example,	to	divide	9450	by	25,	divide	9000	
by	25,	400	by	25,	and	finally	50	by	25	and	gets	
the answer by adding all these quotients.

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_313257217725186048130301
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_313257217725186048130301
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_313257217725186048130301
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y3DbGOoIDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y3DbGOoIDM
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Assessment Questions
1. There are 2005 seats in a train. Out of these, 

910 has been occupied. How many vacant 
seats are left?
Option A:  1095
Option B:  1059
Option C:  1200
Option D:  900

2. The capacity of water tank is 1500 L. If there 
is 1350 L of water in it, how much more water 
can be poured into it?
Option A: 250 L
Option B: 150 L
Option C: 200 L
Option D: 350 L

3. Amit bought a shirt of Rs 700 and a trouser of 
Rs. 1100. He paid Rs 2000 to the shopkeeper. 
How much money would be returned? 
Option A:  Rs. 3800
Option B   Rs. 1800
Option C:  Rs. 2000
Option D:  Rs. 200

4. How many containers with capacity 50 litre 
will	fill	the	tank	of	550	liters?

5. Mohina purchased a watch of Rs. 2350. She 
paid Rs. 5000 to the shopkeeper. What amount 
will the shopkeeper return to Mohina?

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=-
do_313257217810677760130303
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y3Db-
GOoIDM
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=-
do_31311270257460838412001

Week 4

Theme: Number Operations
•	 For	any	problem-solving	involving	operations	

numbers	estimation	and	verification	by	actual	
operation	 is	 very	 important.	 For	 example,	
in a stadium there are 25340 seats and the 
average price of each seat is Rs. 1480, what 
is the total amount collected, if all seats have 
been sold? In such a case a better estimate 
can be made by multiplying 25000 by 1500 i.e.  
Rs. 3,75,00,000 app.

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_313257217810677760130303
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_313257217810677760130303
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_313257217810677760130303
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y3DbGOoIDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y3DbGOoIDM
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270257460838412001
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270257460838412001
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270257460838412001
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Assessment Questions
1. There are 4584 people in a village. If 12 packets 

of sugar were given to each family then which 
of the following is the closest estimate of the 
total number of families?
Option A: 400
Option B: 300
Option C: 350 
Option D: 450

2. Ramesh transports 950 ball in a month. 
Which of the following represents the closest 
estimate of balls transported by him during 
a year? (it is considered that he transports 
equal number of balls every month)
Option A: 10000
Option B: 11500
Option C:  12000
Option D:  11000

3. What should be added to the sum of 2833 and 
4856 to make sum 10000?
Option A:7689
Option B: 2311 
Option C: 17689 
Option D: 12023

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=-
do_313257217682874368130300

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=-
do_31311270263112499211765

Week 5

Theme: Shapes and angles
•	 Ask the child to observe a shape and tell if 

the given shape is closed or open. Random 
shapes can be drawn on paper or paper cut-
outs of various shapes can also be used.

•	 Any shape can be shown to the child and 
ask how many sides the shape have. Simple 
shapes can be drawn on paper or paper cut-
outs can be used.

•	 Ask the child to draw a shape of a particular 
number	 of	 sides.	 For	 example,	 a	 child	 can	
be asked to draw a shape with four sides. 
In this case, a child can draw a square or 
rectangle, etc.

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_313257217682874368130300
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_313257217682874368130300
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_313257217682874368130300
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270263112499211765
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270263112499211765
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270263112499211765
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Activity 1: Ask the child to take three or more 
sticks and join them end to end by rubber tubes. 
These shapes (and other shapes) can be used for 
the above purpose

Conduct the following discussion related to the 
above shapes.
•	 Which of the shapes are closed?
•	 Which are open?
•	 How many sides does each shape have?

Activity 2: A random shape can be drawn on 
a paper or paper cut-outs can be used. Ask the 
child to mark all the angles he/she can identify 
in the shape. Let children explore angles made 
by doors while opening/Closing, hands of 
clock, different body positions while exercising/
Yoga etc.

Activity 3: Give the child some matchsticks. 
Ask the child to make a particular shape 
using	a	particular	number	of	matchsticks.	For	
example, ask the child to make 8 triangles using 
6 matchsticks only. ORAsk the child to make 5 
squares with 12 matchsticks, etc.
1. Draw	five	shapes	that	are	closed.
2. Draw	five	shapes	that	are	open
3. How many sides does a table have?
4. How many corners does a door have?

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collec-
tion/do_312981338824802304120?-
contentType=TextBook&contentId=-
do_3129768014220574721693

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=-
do_31312777646129152011225

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=-
do_31312777649283891211296

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312981338824802304120?contentType=TextBook&contentId=do_3129768014220574721693
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312981338824802304120?contentType=TextBook&contentId=do_3129768014220574721693
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312981338824802304120?contentType=TextBook&contentId=do_3129768014220574721693
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312981338824802304120?contentType=TextBook&contentId=do_3129768014220574721693
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31312777646129152011225
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31312777646129152011225
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31312777646129152011225
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31312777649283891211296
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31312777649283891211296
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31312777649283891211296
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Week 6

Theme: Measurement of angles

Activity 1: Make different shapes using match 
sticks/toothpicks and rubber tubes. Now ask 
the child to observe the angles made by two 
adjoining sticks. How many angles are there in a 
triangular shape? How many angles will be there 
in a closed shape made up of six sticks? Make 
an estimate and then verify by actually forming 
the shape.
•	 Ask the child to observe the angles made by 

opening/closing of doors, angles made by the 
wall with the ceiling, etc.

•	 Show the child an angle and ask him/her to 
first	tell	if	the	angle	is	acute,	obtuse,	or	right	
angle.

Activity 2: Making an Angle Tester. Cut two 
strips	from	a	cardboard	sheet.	Fix	them	with	a	
drawing pin such that both the strips can move 
around easily. Use this tester to check the 
measure of the angle.

Engage the child to guess the measure of the 
angle.
•	 Further	ask	 the	 child	 to	use	a	protractor	 to	

verify if his guess of the angle was correct.
•	 Ask the child to make a right angle, acute 

angle, obtuse angle, etc., with his hands and 
even in the yoga postures.

•	 Further	ask	the	child	to	make	a	square,	circle,	
rectangle,	 etc.,	 with	 his/her	 finger	 and	 to	
justify the shape made by him/her.

Assessment Questions
1. Draw the hands of the clock when they make 

an angle which is less than right angle. Also 
writes the time.
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2. Write down the name of your favorite animal 
using straight lines and count the angles 
formed by its name.

3. What is the angle formed at 3: 00 on the clock? 
4. How	many	angles	does	the	first	letter	of	your	

name have?

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collec-
tion/do_312981338824802304120?-
contentType=Text-Book&contentId=-
do_312976801422057472

Week 7

Theme: Perimeter
•	 Make a dot grid on a paper. Ask the child to 

make as many rectangles as he/she can using 
the dots of the grid.

•	 Further,	 ask	 the	 child	 to	 shade	 the	 largest	
rectangle that he made in the grid. Ask the 
child to tell why a particular rectangle is 
largest. (Note: A square is also a rectangle)

•	 Now ask the child to shade the rectangle that 
has the largest boundary.

•	 Ask the child to measure the boundary using a 
thread or by counting the sides of the squares 
at the boundary.

•	 Let the child now understand that the 
measure of the boundary of a closed shape is 
called its perimeter.

•	 The	 child	 can	 also	 be	 asked	 to	 find	 the	
perimeter	 of	 any	 object	 using	 a	 thread.	 For	
example,	ask	the	child	to	find	the	perimeter	of	
the cover page of his notebook, etc.

•	 Engage	 the	 child	 in	finding	 the	perimeter	 of	
bed, room and ther objects in his/her vicinity. 
These objects may also include the objects 
whose boundary cannot be measured by a 
straight edge/ ruler.

•	 Ask the child to arrange 7 squares in different 
ways. Then ask the child which combination 
would give minimum perimeter and which 
combination would give maximum perimeter.

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312981338824802304120?contentType=Text-Book&contentId=do_312976801422057472
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312981338824802304120?contentType=Text-Book&contentId=do_312976801422057472
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312981338824802304120?contentType=Text-Book&contentId=do_312976801422057472
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_312981338824802304120?contentType=Text-Book&contentId=do_312976801422057472
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Assessment Questions
1. What	is	the	perimeter	of	the	given	figure:

2. Which	figure	has	more	perimeter?

3. Sonal walks around the boundary of the given 
design and takes 2 rounds of it. How much 
length she needs to cover?

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=-
do_31311270182799769612230

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=-
do_31311270168875008011946

Week 8  

Theme: Area

Activity 1: Make a dot grid. Ask the child to 
make as many rectangles as he/she can using 
the dots of the grid. (Note: A square is also a 
rectangle)

4 cm1 cm

14 cm

5 cm

15 cm

10 cm 5 cm

15 cm
3 cm

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270182799769612230
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270182799769612230
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270182799769612230
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270168875008011946
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270168875008011946
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270168875008011946
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•	 Now, ask the child to shade the biggest 
rectangle that he made in the grid.Now ask the 
child to count the number of squares that are 
enclosed	 in	the	biggest	rectangle.	From	here	
the concept of area can be introduced to the 
child as the measure of the region bounded by 
a closed shape on a surface.

Activity 2: Take a graph paper and trace differ-
ent objects/handspan of different family mem-
bers, etc., on the graph paper and ask the child 
to estimate the area of the given shape using the 
grid by counting the squares.

Activity 3: Make a square grid on a sheet of pa-
per. Ask the child to make as many shapes as 
he can make by shading say, exactly 7 squares. 
Then	 ask	 them	 to	 find	 the	 perimeter	 of	 each	
shape. Help them observe that the area remains 
the	same	but	the	perimeter	may	vary.	Find	which	
of the shapes drawn with the same area has the 
largest perimeter.
•	 Estimate and then calculate the area of 

different currency notes using a graph paper 
or a 1x1 square grid

Assessment Questions
1. Area of the shape marked on grid is:

2. A book of area 5 sq units has to cover the 
top of a table whose area is 50 sq units. How 
many such books are required?
Option A:  15
Option B:  50
Option C:  10 
Option D:  20

grid.Now
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4. Which shape covers the maximum area 

For students having access to digital content

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/
do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=-
do_31311270182799769612230

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270182799769612230
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270182799769612230
https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31307360992317440012385?contentId=do_31311270182799769612230

